
GOTHICISM IN JANE EYRE ESSAY

Jane Eyre, written by Charlotte BrontÃ«, is considered by many to be a "gothic" novel. The use of "supernatural"
incidents, architecture, and a desolate setting helped to decide this classification for Jane Eyre. In this room, it was
written that her uncle passed away there.

Rochester, and warning them in advance of the way he is likely to react when his wife is revealed. However
after much research, I have come up with the five main characteristics that define every Gothic novel. The
novel is an example of Bildungsroman heroine with the title character Jane maturing from childhood. She
wonders what power this strange woman has over Rochester, and furthermore, why she had tried to kill him in
the first place. This also occurs when Jane Eyre is traveling through the moors after she leaves Thornfield
Hall. The skilful integration of these genres is the very reason why Jane Eyre is a timeless classic. The use of
'supernatural' incidents, architecture, and a desolate setting helped to decide this classification for Jane Eyre.
The gothic elements of mystery, violence and the supernatural have the strongest presence in Jane Eyre. Most
Gothic novels involve a setting that typically added mystery and suspense. A pattern develops that suggests
that when Jane dreams of a child, bad news or events will follow. Charlotte Bronte has created a feeling of
suspense, which is a key feature of gothic novels, because the reader wants to know the other explanation. The
third time Jane is locked in a room, she locks herself in, after discovering about Mr. Jane is convinced that
Rochester may not be telling her the whole truth regarding Grace Poole. For example, when Jane Eyre was ten
years old, she was locked in a room called the 'Red Room' for misbehaving. Jane and Rochester fall in love but
neither of them express their feelings to each other. Gothic novels were often set in mysterious castles or
remote, sinister mansions and involved a stereotypical hero, heroine, villain and monster For example, when
Jane Eyre was ten years old, she was locked in a room called the 'Red Room' for misbehaving. Rochester's
first encounter. This use of pathetic fallacy to forewarn the reader of Mr. Many cases exhibited the use of
'supernatural' occurrences. From this it could be argued that the tension between these two aspects really takes
place only within her mind. Like old castles and crumbling ruins, the red-room has a dark and ominous
feeling. This symbolises Jane and Mr. Furthermore, there is a great deal of suspense that is generated by the
violent behaviour of Bertha Mason. These similarities increase the expectation that, like Mr. The red room is a
gothic concept that is repeated throughout the novel. Gothic is a literary genre that is connected to the dark and
horrific. New York: Bantam Books,  It would be altogether too logical and self-praising. However, the
explanation he gives does not account for his previous behaviour. Gothic novels incorporated mystery and
suspense into the plots. Because of being told this, Jane Eyre believed that the light she saw float across the
wall was her passed away uncle coming to avenge her mistreatment. Choose Type of service. But somehow,
Bertha found her way to the roof and she threw herself down into the fire. Many cases exhibited the use of
'supernatural' occurrences. First, there is always a helpless victim who is usually a female. This imagery of the
vampire is very supernatural, and therefore becomes gothic imagery. When looking back on this from the 21st
Century, we can see this is typical of a vampire. Rochester, as they too are about to be split. This is another
example of the supernatural, because Jane envisions something that happens in the future. She is then sent to
Lowood School where her only friend Helen falls ill and dies. Mason is attacked. Whereas the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries had valued learned allusions, convolution and grandeur, the new Romantic taste savoured
simplicity and naturalness Brians para Bronte was greatly influenced by the Gothic novels that were in fashion
before the time of Jane Eyre. As well as its gothic sensation, romance is present as well, giving the novel its
feminine characteristics.


